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Lost Dogs of Wisconsin, a group of volunteers who saw the need to provide free resources to the owners of 

lost dogs to increase their chances of locating their dog, strongly OPPOSE a provision contained in AB487 

and it’s companion bill SB450 that would reduce the required holding time for lost pets.  Currently, shelters 

and other facilities must hold lost pets for 7 days. These bills reduce the required holding time to 4 days 

thereby lessening the chances that lost pets will be reunited with their families.   After the 4 days pets can 

either be adopted out, transferred to another rescue or shelter or put down. 

Our organization supports these bills with the exception of the provision referenced above.  A discussion 

on holds for lost pets has absolutely nothing to do with legislation concerning Court Case Dogs (seized dogs 

from cruelty or dog-fighting situations).  They are entirely separate issues. 

Most Wisconsin shelters and holding facilities do not meet the minimum standards recommended by the 

ASPCA.  We lack the basic framework for a good Return to Owner system for lost pets.  AND now Wisconsin 

wants to lessen the time owners have to find their pets. 

Proponents for the bill have suggested that other national cities that  are achieving a 90% or better live 

release rate are doing so because they have a shortened hold time.  In fact, there is no correlation between 

short holds and save rates.  You can find plenty of shelters with short holds and horrific kill rates.  Since 

there is no standardized reporting in Wisconsin by animal shelters to our Department of Agriculture, it is 

very difficult to do any analysis of the data. 

Using the argument of cost savings when many Wisconsin holding facilities have exorbitant fees and fines 

to reclaim a lost pet (sometimes in excess of $200), seems questionable (see Fiscal estimate for the bill) at 

best especially when balanced against reuniting a desperate family with their pet.  

 

Please find more information on our website:  http://lostdogsofwisconsin.org     

or contact lostdogswi@gmail.com  262 392 2196 
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